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This thesis is sited in Chongqing 
city, the “Fog Capital” of China. 
Surrounded by the nearby mountains 
of the Sichuan Basin, the city expe-
riences year-long cloudiness as a re-
sult of temperature inversion caused 
by the basin’s convective layer being 
capped by a layer of air moving east 
across the Tibet Plateau. Located at 
the confluence of Yangzte River and 
Jialing River, the city is enshrouded 
with fog for over 100 days per year 
result from an abundant amount of 
moisture trapped by the valley and 
nearby parallel mountain ridges. 
   
By re-imagining the transportation 
facilities which connects the upper 
and lower town of the city, this the-
sis researches the relationship be-
tween architecture and atmosphere 
from micro to macro, synchronizes 

the traveling of people and air, cele-
brates the ephemerality of the ex-
perience of ambient light, and pro-
poses a rush-hour experience of fog. 
As a manifesto of the architecture 
of moisture, three individual proj-
ects are created, which are “Cloud 
Bridge”, “Air Gate” and “Fog Tun-
nel”. 
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Architecture and Atmosphere

01 
ARCHITECTURE 
AND ATMOSPHERE
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The atmosphere of earth, composed 
of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon 
dioxide and other gases in trace 
amounts, is a set of layers of gases 
surrounding the planet. These gases 
are held in place by the gravity of 
the earth. Although the atmosphere 
plays a crucial role in protecting 
living creatures on the earth and 
influencing our perception of the 
surrounding environment, people 
seldom realize the presence of it due 
to its lightness and transparency. 
 
However, if one got the chance to 
travel to the moon, where there’s no 
atmosphere, he or she will instantly 
tell the difference. In fact, the at-
mosphere is an amorphous building 
material. Clouds floating in the sky 
scatter direct sunshine into diffused 
ambient light, canceling hard shad-
ow, softening building volumes and 
erasing architectural details. Fog 
lying near the ground further diffuse 
and absorb light, redefining people’s 
spatial experience. 
 
Taking a closer look, one will find 
that the atmosphere actually is there.

Figure 1 (upper). Picture: Astronomer 

landed on the moon
“Aldrin poses for portrait.” Apollo 11 
Image Gallery, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, 27 Jul. 2017, histo-
ry.nasa.gov/ap11ann/kippsphotos/apollo.
html.
Figure 2 (lower). Picture: Astronomer 
training on earth
“Astronaut Alan B. Shepard in lunar sur-
face simulation training.” AS14, NASA 
Image and Video Library, science.ksc.nasa.
gov/mirrors/images/html/as14.htm.

Architecture and Atmosphere Atmosphere is There

ATMOSPHERE IS THERE
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A new architectural esthetics fol-
lowing rapidly changing atmosphere 
and light condition came into being 
in 1883, when Alfred Waterhouse, 
architect and president of the Bir-
mingham School of Art, argued to 
the faculty and students on an oc-
casion of its annual meeting, that 
architectural education and design 
had to change to adjust to the new 
smoky environmental conditions.  
 
By the mid-nineteenth century, in-
dustrialization had already begun to 
change the earth’s climate. As cities 
industrialized, the air changed no-
ticeably as it filled with smoke. Over 
time, doubt about material authentic-
ity appeared as architecture was cov-
ered by industrial soot, which cre-
ated a sense of ambiguity over the 
details of the building facade. The 
changed atmosphere also formed 
a different light condition under 
which architecture was perceived. 
Heavy smoke blocked all the direct 
sunshine, creating an urban envi-
ronment under diffused light and, 
sometimes, darkness. It was under 
such a circumstance that Waterhouse 
argued, architects should minimize 
decoration and instead make much 

of the massing and sky-line. 
 
Waterhouse’s proto-modernist de-
motion of decoration speaks for the 
fact that the atmosphere had a signif-
icant and most immediate physical 
impact on architecture. The atmo-
sphere is not void, but instead, a rich 
mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, 
carbon dioxide, and more noticeably 
water, smoke, gas, exhaust, and dust.  
 

Architecture and Atmosphere Atmosphere is There

Figure 3 (upper). Orchardson, William. 
“Alfred Waterhouse.” Alfred Water-
house, The Royal Institute of British 
Architects, 1891, artuk.org/discover/art-
works/alfred-waterhouse-18301905-ra-pri-
ba-216423#.
Figure 4 (lower). “St Pancras Railway Sta-
tion.” Old black and white photographs 
of horrible London Smog between 
1910s to 1950s, http://vuing.com/old-
black-and-white-photographs-of-horrible-
london-smog-between-1910s-to-1950s/.

A BRIEF HISTORY
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Architecture and Atmosphere Why Moisture

Although the water is present in a 
relatively limited amount (from 0% 
to 4%) in the atmosphere compared 
with the other components, such 
as oxygen and nitrogen, water and 
moisture are among few matters in 
the air that are visible under various 
states. Such a feature gives water 
and moisture the ability to influence 
light, and thus reconstruct our vi-
sual perception of the environment. 
A good example is the presence of 
clouds and fog.  
 
A cloud is an aerosol consisting of a 
visible mass of minute liquid drop-
lets, frozen crystals, or other parti-
cles suspended in the atmosphere of 
a planetary body or similar space. 
On Earth, clouds are formed as a 
result of saturation of the air when it 
is cooled to its dew point, or when it 
gains sufficient moisture from an ad-
jacent source to raise the dew point 
to the ambient temperature. Fog can 
be considered a type of low-lying 
cloud, usually resembling stratus, 
and is heavily influenced by nearby 
bodies of water, topography, and 
wind conditions. 
 
Another reason to focus on moisture 

is that, unlike smog, which is man-
made cloud and fog are common 
natural phenomena. The earth gets a 
tremendous amount of surface water 
in storage, constantly adding mois-
ture into the air, guaranteeing the 
existence of cloud and fog.  

Figure 5. Sketch: Structure of the atmo-
sphere

WHY MOISTURE
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In meteorology, a cloud is an aerosol 
consisting of a visible mass of min-
ute liquid droplets, frozen crystals, 
or other particles suspended in the 
atmosphere of a planetary body or 
similar space. On Earth, clouds are 
formed as a result of saturation of 
the air when it is cooled to its dew 

point, or when it gains sufficient 
moisture (usually in the form of wa-
ter vapor) from an adjacent source 
to raise the dew point to the ambient 
temperature.

CLOUD

Figure 6. Sketch: Cloud particle

Condensation Nuclei
(1 micron)

Water Molecules
(0.0001 micron)
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In addition to being absorbed or 
transmitted, electromagnetic radia-
tion can also be scattered by parti-
cles in the atmosphere. Scattering is 
the redirection of electromagnetic 
energy by suspended particles in the 
atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING

Architecture and Atmosphere Why Moisture

Figure 7. Sketch: Particle in the air chang-
ing light direction

Redirected light

Particle in the atmosphere

Incoming light from the sun
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Diffused light is a soft light with 
neither the intensity nor the glare of 
direct light. It is scattered and comes 
from all directions. Thus, it seems to 
wrap around objects. It is softer and 
does not cast harsh shadows.

DIFFUSED LIGHT

Figure 8. Sketch: Scattered light

Scattered light

Scattered light

Scattered light

Incident light
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Global radiation is the total short-
wave radiation from the sky falling 
onto a horizontal surface on the 
ground. It includes both the direct 
solar radiation and the diffuse ra-
diation resulting from reflected or 
scattered sunlight.

GLOBAL RADIATION

Architecture and Atmosphere Why Moisture

Figure 9. Sketch: Global radiation

Atmosphere

Diffuse radiation

Direct beam radiation
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Architecture and Atmosphere Why Moisture

Moisture in the air, in forms of cloud 
and fog, diffuse direct sunshine, 
cancels hard shadow, softens build-
ing volumes and erases architectural 
details, changing people’s percep-
tion of the built environment. 

Figure 10 (upper). Sketch: Building under 
sunny sky
Figure 11 (middle). Sketch: Building un-
der cloudy sky
Figure 12 (lower). Sketch: Building in fog

MOISTURE CHANGES PERCEPTION
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In the book, In Praise of Shadows, 
Jun’ichiro Tanizaki used the com-
parison of light with darkness to 
contrast western and Asian cultures. 
According to Tanizaki, while the 
West continuously searches for light 
and clarity, eastern art and architec-
ture appreciate shadow and subtlety. 
With such an argument, the author 
attempts to define an aesthetics 
tradition that differs from the one 
we’ve been familiar with. However, 
in his writing about light and shad-
ow, Tanizaki limited himself to the 
investigation of direct illumination. 
In fact, light and shadow, the ex-
istence of which depends on each 
other, are on the same side of a coin 
– they are both about shadow itself. 
The opposite side of light and shad-
ow should not be either shadow or 
light but a state of ‘shadowlessness’, 
an absence of the boundary between 
light and shadow. In the soft ambi-
ent light created by cloud and fog, a 
new aesthetics is waiting to be dis-
covered.

Architecture and Atmosphere The Aesthetics of Cloudiness

Figure 13 (upper). Picture: Parthenon -- 
light and clarity
Ictinus and Callicrates. “Parthenon. North 
colonnade (ambulatory).” Parthenon. 

North colonnade (ambulatory), Uni-
versity of Michigan, 6 Dec. 2013, quod.
lib.umich.edu/u/ummu2ic/x-ls000249/
ls000249.
Figure 14 (middle). Photo: Chengdu, 
capital of Sichuan Province -- “shadow-
lessness”
Figure 15 (lower). Picture: Interior of a  
Japanese house -- darkness and subtlety
Earley, Angeline. “Japanese Tea Room” 
A Traditional Japanese House, Ancient 
History Encyclopedia, 17 Jul. 2019, www.
ancient.eu/article/1426/a-traditional-japa-
nese-house/

THE AESTHETICS OF CLOUDINESS
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The aesthetics of cloudiness and 
fogginess also implies an aesthet-
ics of flatness. With no hard shad-
ow rendering the environment, the 
volume of a building becomes less 
valid, so does the detail. With mois-
ture, form and space are flattened.

Architecture and Atmosphere The Aesthetics of Cloudiness

Figure 16 (upper). Picture: Traditional 
Chinese scroll painting with no shadow
Qiu, Ying, “Spring Morning in the Han 
Palace.” National Palace Museum of 
Republic of China Collections, theme.
npm.edu.tw/selection/Article.aspx?s-
No=04000980 
Figure 17 (lower). Drawing: Intervention 
on original painting -- the depth of space is 
increased

THE AESTHETICS OF FLATNESS
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Architecture and Atmosphere The Aesthetics of Cloudiness

Figure 18 (upper). Picture: Traditional 
Chinese scroll painting with no shadow
Qiu, Ying, “Spring Morning in the Han 
Palace.” National Palace Museum of 
Republic of China Collections, theme.

npm.edu.tw/selection/Article.aspx?s-
No=04000980
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Architecture and Atmosphere The Aesthetics of Cloudiness

Figure 19. Drawing: Intervention on origi-
nal painting -- depth of space is increased
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Sichuan Fog

02
SICHUAN FOG
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The Sichuan Basin is a lowland 
region in southwestern China. It 
is surrounded by mountains on all 
sides and is drained by the Yangtze 
River and its tributaries. The basin 
is anchored by Chengdu, capital of 
Sichuan province, in the west, and 
the independent municipality of 
Chongqing in the east. Due to the 
surrounding mountains, the Sich-
uan Basin often experiences fog 
and cloud as a result of tempera-
ture inversion caused by the basin’s 
convective layer being capped by a 
layer of air moving east across the 
Tibet Plateau.

Sichuan Fog The Basin

Figure 20 (upper). Picture: Topographical 
model of China showing Sichuan Basin 
surrounded by mountains
Frank Ramspott, “China 3d Render Topo-
graphic Map Color.” China 3d Render 
Topographic Map Color, Pixels, 20 Aug. 
2018, pixels.com/featured/china-3d-ren-
der-topographic-map-color-frank-rams-
pott.html. 
Figure 21 (lower). Picture: Meteorological 
photo by NASA showing cloud trapped in 
the basin
“Haze in the Sichuan Basin.” NASA earth 
observatory, The Earth Observatory, 23 
Jan. 2014, earthobservatory.nasa.gov/im-
ages/82958/haze-in-the-sichuan-basin.

THE BASIN
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Sichuan Fog The Basin

Because of the reason stated above, 
the basin gets very limited direct 
normal irradiance – even lower than 
many of the regions in northern Eu-
rope. Soft ambient light is the domi-
nant light source of the area.

Figure 22. Mapping: Direct normal irradi-
ance of Asia, Europe, and Africa

DIRECT NORMAL IRRADIANCE
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In Sichuan, dog barks at the sun
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Sichuan is so foggy that in Chinese, 
there’s an idiom saying that “In 
Sichuan, dog barks at the sun”. The 
idiom, probably based on ancient 
facts, is used to describe an igno-
rant person who makes a fuss about 
something which he alone finds 
strange. It alludes to the Sichuan 
foggy weather where it’s uncommon 
to see a sunny day.  
 

Sichuan Fog Cultural Background

CULTURAL BACKGROUND
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Figure 23. Screenshot: “The sun is a be-
lief! I went out with a few foreign friends. 
For some reason we didn’t know, the parks 
in the city became congested abnormally...
It’s not the new year, not a festival, nor a 
holiday. However, as we went to nearly 
ten different cafes, we couldn’t even find 
a vacancy in the corner...All the waiters 
just said with a look of regret: ‘We are so 
sorry! It’s a sunny day.’” 
 
Figure 24. Screenshot: “We feel that the 
sun represents a good day, which means 
we shouldn’t work!” 
 
Figure 25. Screenshot: “You guys have no 
idea! For us, it’s not just the sun! It’s the 
light of the god.” 
 
Figure 26. Screenshot: “I told one of my 
American friends that I want to be buried 
in Califonia after I die. He asked why. I 
said: ‘so I can enjoy the sunshine every 
day.’” 
 
Figure 27. Screenshot: “My former boss 
was the general manager of Chengdu 
IKEA. One time I asked him: ‘when was 
the worst business in IKEA.’ He answered, 
‘Sunny weekends - everybody is out for 
sunshine.’ ” 
 
Figure 28. Screenshot: “Grown-up in 
Chengdu, I’ve always been confused by a 
question, which is, why people write like 
‘blue sky’ in books? The sky is white...”
 

Figure 29. Screenshot: “Whenever we 
have sun, I just want to quit my job! (so I 
can enjoy the sunshine immediately.)”

Figure 23-29.
“成都人是怎么看待晴天的”, 知乎, 2018, 
www.zhihu.com/question/39682659.

Sichuan Fog Cultural Background

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

LOCAL PEOPLE’S REACTION TO SUNNY DAY
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Figure 30. Screenshot: “This can be an 

excuse to skip the class.” 

 

Figure 31. Screenshot: “I’m a sec-

ond-grade high school student. The class 

teacher urged us to review in the class-

room every day. Until one day at noon, the 

sun came out and he said to us, ‘What are 

you doing here, go out and enjoy the sun.’” 

 

Figure 32. Screenshot: “There are only 

two things in Chengdu that can arise 

attention in social media: the sun and the 

earthquake!” 

 

Figure 33. Screenshot: “Sometime be-

tween February and March, we haven’t 

seen the sun for a whole month. On a 

sunny afternoon, our teacher told us that 

she would not come to class and that she 

would make up for it some other day.” 

 

Figure 34. Screenshot: “30 minutes after 

the beginning of the quiz the weather 

turned sunny. I got so excited and hand-

ed in my answer early so I can get out to 

enjoy the sunshine.”

Figure 30-34.
“成都人是怎么看待晴天的”, 知乎, 2018, 
www.zhihu.com/question/39682659.

Sichuan Fog Cultural Background

30

31

32

33

34

LOCAL PEOPLE’S REACTION TO SUNNY DAY
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On the west of the basin stands the 
Tibet Plateau. One the plateau, a 
layer of warm air close to the ground 
gradually moves east. Once it gets 
into the basin, the warm air is no 
more adjacent to the ground because 
of a proximate altitude difference of 
3500 meters between the plateau and 
the bottom of the basin. This causes 
a deviation from the normal change 
of an atmospheric property with alti-
tude -- normally, air temperature de-
creases with an increase in altitude. 
During an inversion, warmer air is 
held above cooler air; the normal 
temperature profile with altitude is 
inverted. Since the cool air does not 
have the energy to rise through the 
warm air, vertical circulation slows, 
and the air becomes trapped near the 
surface, resulting in a dense cloud.

Meteorological BackgroundSichuan Fog

Figure 35. Mapping and Section: Sichuan 
basin and Tibet plateau

INVERSION
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In the southeast of the basin, there is 
a region of ridge and valley. As the 
dominant wind from the northwest 
flows across the mountain ridges, 
it rises relatively smoothly up the 
slope of the ridge, but, once over 
the top, it pours down the other side 
with considerable force, bouncing 
up and down, creating eddies and 
turbulence. This phenomenon is 
known as a mountain wave. As a 
result, the wind is largely slowed 
down in the region and air exchange 
becomes further reduced, causing 
the area to be even more cloudy than 
the rest of the basin.

Sichuan Fog

Figure 36. Mapping and Section: Ridge 
and valley topography in southeast Sich-
uan basin

Meteorological Background

MOUNTAIN WAVE
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At the confluence of the Yangtze 
River and Jialing River locates the 
Chongqing City. The rivers generate 
a tremendous amount of moisture, 
making the city the foggiest place in 
the southeast Sichuan Basin. 

Sichuan Fog

Figure 37. Mapping and Section: River 
and valley

Meteorological Background

CONFLUENCE
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Site

03
Site
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Chongqing, with over 100 days of 
fog per year, is known as the “Fog 
Capital”, like San Francisco, and a 
thick layer of fog enshrouds it for 
68 days per year during the spring 
and autumn. During the Second Si-
no-Japanese War, this special weath-
er possibly played a role in protect-
ing the city from being overrun by 
the Imperial Japanese Army. 
 
Chongqing is chosen as the site for 
this thesis first because globally the 
temperature inversion and the moun-
tain wave make the city an all-year-
long overcast place, which naturally 
corresponds to the aesthetics of flat-
ness. Secondly, the rich amount of 
moisture generated by the rivers and 
trapped by the mountains serves as 
an interesting material that potential 
architectural projects can play with. 
The “Fog Capital” asks for a “Fog 
Architecture”.  

Figure 38. Photo: Chongqing immersed in 
ambient light caused by morning fog
Kuyas, Ferit. “Caiyuan Bridge.” World’s 
Fastest-Growing Megalopolis Hides 
in Fog, WIRED, Aug. 2010, www.wired.
com/2010/08/chongqing/.

Site The Fog Capital

THE FOG CAPITAL
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While being the “Fog Capital” of 
China, Chongqing is also known 
with another name, the “Mountain 
City”. In the early nineteenth centu-
ry, when the first western merchant, 
John Little, arrived at Chongqing, he 
described it as “a city on the cliffs”. 
At around 50 meters above the water 
level, the city is separated by a band-
like cliff zone into the upper town 
and lower town. It was around this 
altitude where the walls and gates 
of the city existed. In history, thou-
sands of people went through the 
gates every day, traveling back and 
forth between the upper and lower 
part of the city. 

Site Mountain and Gates

Figure 39 (upper). History photo: Work-
ers walking on steep stairs, carrying water 
from the river to the upper town.
“爬坡上坎的挑水工.” 从挑夫、
脚夫、挑水工到棒棒，一组老照片
告诉你“力哥”百年老故事, 腾讯
网. 22 Oct. 2019, new.qq.com/om-
n/20191022/20191022A0I6LH00.html.
Figure 40 (lower). History photo: City 
gates on the cliff
“Old gate and port in Chongqing by the 
riverside.” Tracing Back to Old Time 
with Old Pictures of Chongqing’s An-
cient Gates, iChongqing, 11 Oct. 2018, 
www.ichongqing.info/2018/10/11/tracing-
back-to-old-time-with-historical-pictures-

of-chongqings-ancient-gates/.

MOUNTAIN AND GATES
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Site Mountain and Gates

Figure 41. Mapping: The upper town 
(hatched), the relics of gates in history, im-
portant transportation infrastructure, and 
the traffic nodes.
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Site Traveling with Fog

The topographical feature of 
Chongqing brings two phenomena. 
First is the valley breeze. During the 
day, the sun heats the city rapidly 
while the water remains relatively 
cooler. As the warm air in the urban 
area ascend, it leaves a zone with 
low pressure, breathing in the mois-
ture from the above the water body. 
As a consequence, each morning, 
the fog will arrive first at the lower 
town, hitting the cliff and hanging 
on the steep slope before it contin-
ues moving to the upper part of the 
city.

Figure 42 (upper). Photo: Moisture on top 
of the water moving towards the city
“平流雾.” 重庆潼南惊现平流雾景观如梦
如幻美若仙境, 搜狐, 10 Mar. 2019, www.
sohu.com/a/300252427_104383 
Figure 43 (lower). Photo: Morning fog 
hitting the slope
“主城区的房屋被大雾包裹.” 重庆
部分地区能见度小于200米 多条高速
公路因大雾管制, 新浪图片, 19 Dec. 
2017, slide.chongqing.sina.com.cn/
slide_35_21245_503792.html#p=9

THE MOVING OF MORNING FOG
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The second phenomenon brought by 
such a topographical feature is the 
moving of commuters between the 
upper town and lower town. Every 
morning, hundreds of thousands of 
people move up and down the cliff 
with the help of infrastructures. 
These infrastructures, each belongs 
to an interesting architectural pro-
totype, scatters on the boundary 
between two parts of the city. How-
ever, all the facilities are built based 
on function, ignoring the existence 
of the fantastic natural phenomenon 
and isolating people from the experi-
ence of the atmosphere.  
 
Mapping the amount of fog and 
transportation on a normal day onto 
a timeline, one will easily see a dis-
tinct overlap where both the moving 
of fog and the traveling of people 
reach the climax. Then the question 
is, is it possible to reinvent the in-
frastructures based on the effect and 
experience of the moisture, synchro-
nizing the moving of nature and hu-
man beings, celebrating the ephem-
erality of both. It will be a manifesto 
of the aesthetics of ambient light and 
propaganda of the architecture of the 
atmosphere. Such a manifesto will 

be broadcast to the public with the 
huge amount of traffic happening 
every day.

Site Traveling with Fog

Figure 44. Site: Liziba Subway Station 
(lower town shown in dark) 
Figure 45. Site: Lianglukou Escalator 
Figure 46. Site: Kaixuan Road Elevator 
Figure 47. Site: Wanglongmen Cablecar 
Figure 48. Site: Yangze River Gondola 
Figure 49. Site: Chaotianmen Cablecar 
Figure 50. Site: Qiansimen Cablecar 
Figure 51. Site: Kuixinglou Footbridge
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TRAVELING WITH FOG
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Site Traveling with Fog

Figure 52. Diagram: Timeline with the 
amount of fog and human traffic
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Proposal
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Proposal
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Proposal Cloud Bridge

Taking the original site of the Kuix-
inglou Footbridge, the cloud bridge 
connects the Kuixing Plaza with an 
office tower at a height of 60 meters 
above the street. Composed of an in-
flatable main structure and a cluster 
of helium balloons underneath, the 
bridge is as light as the atmosphere. 
The arch and slab are inflated with 
cool air produced by the AC system 
of the office tower, constantly gen-
erating man-made fog before the 
natural fog arrives at its level. Trans-
parent membrane is used to further 
weaken the volume under the ambi-
ent light.

Figure 53. Model picture: Cloud bridge 
with part of the building shown in section

Cloud Bridge
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The site is in between the Kuixin-
glou Plaza, a plaza in upper town 
on top of a parking building, and an 
office tower that stands in the lower 
town right in front of the plaza. With 
a height difference of 60 meters, 
before the short cut is made, it used 
to take people 20 minutes to travel 
between the upper town and lower 
town around the site. Making use 
of the existing elevator of the office 
tower, Kuixinglou has been facili-
tating the traveling of commuters. 
By reinventing the footbridge with 
the language of atmosphere, the new 
structure not only creates an urban 
spectacle but also incorporates the 
experience of moisture into daily 
traffic.

Proposal Cloud Bridge

Figure 54 (upper). Site plan: Kuixinglou 
on the boundary between upper town and 
lower town 
Figure 55 (middle). Photo: Aerial view of 
Kuixinglou
左,冬辰. “重庆现68.5米超高天桥横跨
两座大楼.” 重庆现68.5米超高天桥横跨
两座大楼, 腾讯新闻. 17 Mar. 2017, news.
qq.com/a/20170317/008417.htm#p=1. 
Figure 56 (lower). Photo: Kuixinglou 
footbridge from below
左,冬辰. “钢绳嵌在墙上有无危
险.” 重庆现68.5米超高天桥横跨两座

大楼, 腾讯新闻, 17 Mar. 2017, news.
qq.com/a/20170317/008417.htm#p=1. 

KUIXINGLOU FOOTBRIDGE
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Proposal Cloud Bridge

The main structure is composed of 
an inflatable arch, a slab, and cable 
and membrane in between. The two 
of the balloons in the middle bend 
and connect to each other, forming 
a three-hinged arch. Perpendicular 
to them are the outside balloons, 
leaning inward to resist lateral loads. 
The slab is made of air-tight com-
partments and compartments that 
connect to the open air with tiny 
holes. Even when the fog has not 
arrived at the level of the bridge, the 
surrounding air has already con-
tained a huge amount of moisture. 
So, once the cool air comes out 
of the structure, dense fog will be 
generated, creating an interesting 
landscape. 
 
A cluster of helium balloons is used 
to further support the structure from 
below. These balloons are perpen-
dicular to each other, making them 
easy to be replaced over time. Ac-
cording to Archimedes’ principle, 
the upward buoyant force that is 
exerted on a body immersed in a 
fluid, whether fully or partially sub-
merged, is equal to the weight of the 
fluid that the body displaces. That is 
to say, the support provided by the 

cluster equals the weight of the wet 
air. Thus, when people walk on the 
bridge, they are experiencing the 
weight of the fog. 

Figure 57. Explosion diagram: Structure 
system of the bridge

STRUCTURE
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You walk on the street at the foot 
of the plaza. You look up and see a 
strange structure floating in the sky, 
constantly breathing out fog.

Proposal Cloud Bridge

Figure 58. Rendering: Seeing the bridge 
from below

CLOUD
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From the plaza, you see a fog slab 
hanging on a group of transparent 
arch inflated with cool air, extending 
the plaza towards the office tower.

Proposal Cloud Bridge

Figure 59. Rendering: Seeing the bridge 
from Kuixinglou Plaza

SLAB
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Figure 60. Model picture: Seeing Cloud 
Bridge from slightly below
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Proposal Cloud Bridge

Figure 61. Model picture: Seeing Cloud 
Bridge from the air
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Figure 62. Model picture: Seeing Cloud 
Bridge through the window of the parking 
building
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Proposal Cloud Bridge

Figure 63. Model picture: Seeing Cloud 
Bridge from the corner of the plaza
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Proposal Air Gate

Taking the original site of the Kaix-
uan Road elevator, the air gate is 
built along an existing stair, bridg-
ing a height difference of 30 meters 
between the upper town and the 
lower town. Using the language of 
scaffolding, the framework accom-
modates escalator, elevator, stair, 
and ramp, forming a complex of 
transportation facility.

Figure 64. Model picture: Section model 
of a typical part of the structure

AIR GATE
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Proposal Air Gate

Built in the 1980s, the Kaixuan 
Road Elevator is the first public 
elevator in Chongqing city. The 
original building stands in front of 
a thirty-meter high masonry wall. 
Alongside the elevator, a public stair 
goes through one of the arches in the 
wall, leading people from one side 
of the city to the other. The elevator 
itself is located at the front side of 
the building, approximately aligned 
with the axis of a street which leads 
to the river bank. Sadly, the concrete 
structure refuses to celebrate the 
view and does not allow any experi-
ence of the atmosphere.

Figure 65 (upper). Site plan: Kaixuan 
Road Elevator on the boundary between 
the upper town and the lower town 
Figure 66 (middle). Photo: Front view of 
the elevator
李, 化. “凯旋路电梯楼.” 网友评重庆最丑
九建筑叹恨铁不成钢, 重庆市勘察设计协
会, www.cksx.org/xwzx/jszx/13183.htm. 
Figure 67 (lower). Photo: Aerial view of 
the rooftop of the public elevator
李, 斌. “31岁凯旋路电梯完成升级改
造.” 凯旋路电梯完成升级改造12块浮雕让
你感受山城文化, 重庆晨报, 21 Oct. 2016 
, www.cqcb.com/hot/2017-10-21/523847_
pc.html.

KAIXUAN ROAD ELEVATOR
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Translucent and exposed to all 
weather conditions: light, heat, rain, 
sounds of waves and wind, scaf-
folding is the architecture of the 
atmosphere. Using the framework of 
scaffolding to support the matrix of 
fog catcher, the air gate de-fog the 
surrounding environment in the rush 
hour. The water drew from the air 
will be collected in the tanks on the 
original terrace, visualizing and scal-
ing the moisture. When the fog hour 
is gone, the water will be pumped up 
and forced back into the air through 
the high-pressure nozzles, creating 
a long-lasting urban environment of 
fog and cloud. 

Figure 68. Photo: Hanger1 Fog Point Fog 
Catcher
Chaudhuri, Saabira. “A ‘fog catcher’ 
used by California distiller Hangar 1 
to collect moisture used in its vodka.” 
Vodka Is Meant to be Tasteless. Now 
Distillers Push Toasted Nuts, Fog, 
The Wall Street Journal, 15 Jan. 2019, 
www.wsj.com/articles/subtle-notes-of-
fog-toasted-nuts-vodka-puts-on-airs-
11547571389?mod=e2tw&page=1&-
pos=1.

Proposal Air Gate

SCAFFOLDING AND FOG CATCHER
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Proposal Air Gate

Taking the module of standard rin-
glock scaffolding, four types of 
stairs are defined. These stairs not 
only work as the walking circulation 
of the air gate but also serve as the 
bracing which bonds the two pieces 
of scaffolding into a complete struc-
ture.

Figure 69. Diagram: Four types of stairs
Figure 70. Diagram: Stairs as bracing

MODULE AND STRUCTURE
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Proposal Air Gate

Figure 71. Diagram: Main escalator paral-
lel to the original stair 
Figure 72. Diagram: Construction hoist 
Figure 73. Diagram: Primary walkway 
Figure 74. Diagram: Secondary walkway 
connected to each level of the terrace

71

73
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74

CIRCULATION
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Figure 75. Model picture: Section model 
looking from existing stair side
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Proposal Air Gate

Figure 76. Model picture: Section model 
looking from the tank side
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You arrive from the lower city in a 
foggy morning, seeing the surround-
ings de-fogged by the huge installa-
tion. Feeling strange, you walk into 
the structure. 

Proposal Air Gate

Figure 77. Rendering: Seeing the structure 
from the main road in the lower town

DEFOGGER
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Suddenly, from the tiny nozzles 
on the water pipes that attach to 
the scaffolding, man-made fog is 
generated. The water comes from 
the tank where the morning fog is 
drawn from the air and collected. 
The spraying of water will continue 
throughout the day until the tank is 
emptied for the collection of mois-
ture of the next day.

Proposal Air Gate

Figure 78. Rendering: Nozzles forcing 
water back into the air

DIFFUSER
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Figure 79. Model picture: Section view 
from the side of the existing stair
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Proposal Air Gate

Figure 80. Model picture: Close view 
from the side of the existing stair
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Taking the original site of the Li-
anglukou Escalator, the fog tunnel 
accommodates a gondola system 
that connects two terminals, one in 
the lower town, one in the upper. By 
sucking dense fog from exterior to 
interior, this architecture plays with 
light, wind, and moisture. 

Figure 81. Model picture: Section model 
of Fog Tunnel

Proposal Fog Tunnel

FOG TUNNEL
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Proposal Fog Tunnel

Facing the front plaza of the train 
station, the original structure was 
the so-called Lianglukou Escalator 
which connects the lower town and 
the upper town on a slope of thirty 
degrees. With a length of 200 meters 
and a lifting height of 50 meters, it is 
the second-longest public escalator 
in Asia. However, the beautiful num-
ber fail to lead to an extraordinary 
experience. Two minutes of standing 
on the step turns to be quite dull. 
Safety is another issue – as a policy 
of protection, the old and the weak 
are not allowed to use the escalator.

Figure 82 (upper). Site plan: Lianglukou 
Escalator on the boundary between the 
upper town and the lower town
Figure 83 (lower). Photo: Interior view of 
the original escalator
“Long way down.” The Chongqing 
Days: World’s Longest Escalator?, 
PATHS. pathsunwritten.com/chongq-
ing-worlds-longest-escalator/.

LIANGLUKOU ESCALATOR
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This gondola station is composed 
of an “intake” and a “chimney”, 
which merge underground, forming 
a tunnel. To minimize the earthwork, 
the width of the tunnel only allows 
the passing of one cablecar. Around 
the middle point, a chamber wider 
than the rest of the tube form a space 
where people coming in a gondola 
from the two parts of the city will 
pass by each other. A huge fan with 
a diameter of fourteen meters is 
installed near the top of the chimney, 
constantly generate an anti-gravi-
ty force that sucks heavy fog from 
the lower town into the tunnel and 
brings it to the upper part of the city 
before it naturally arrives there with 
the valley breeze.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 84. Model picture: Section model 
of Fog Tunnel

ANTI-GRAVITY
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Figure 85. Model picture: Section model 
of the lower town terminal
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Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 86. Model picture: Section model 
of the upper town terminal
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Instead of being straight, the tunnel 
takes the form of fluid, making it 
impossible to see through the space 
from either end. In the dark under-
ground space, people don’t see the 
fog but smell and feel it. It’s not 
until they arrive at the other end of 
the station do they have a visual 
connection to the atmosphere again, 
which is beautifully rendered by the 
ambient morning light.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 87. Model picture: Section model 
of Fog Tunnel

STREAMLINE
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In the lower town, you see a 24-me-
ter streamline structure. Following 
the crowd, you and the other com-
muters are sucked in by the mysteri-
ous building together with the morn-
ing fog.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 88. Rendering: Entrance in the 
lower town

INTAKE
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Walking on a ramp, you move as 
smoothly as fluid. In front of your 
eyes is a big hole with a diameter of 
5 meters. With the faint light from 
the upper level, you see streams of 
fog flowing into the tunnel, leading 
nowhere.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 89. Rendering: Ramp taking peo-
ple towards the tunnel

RAMP
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Following the ramp, you walk to-
wards the dock. As you take a turn, 
you see a beam of morning sun-
shine. The light is shaped by the fog 
which is constantly breathed in by 
the 24-meter intake.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 90. Rendering: Ramp taking peo-
ple towards the dock

LIGHT
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You arrive at the dock, where you 
and the other travelers wait to be 
loaded onto the gondola. While you 
are waiting, the other commuters 
continue gathering behind you in a 
queue. In the crowd, you seem like a 
particle. Heavy fog flows at a con-
stant speed over your head while all 
the people are static. 

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 91. Rendering: Waiting on the dock

DOCK
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Arriving at the upper terminal, you 
look up and see a huge fan with a 
diameter of 14 meters. The huge 
machine is the driven force that 
helps the fog finish the anti-gravity 
journey. You see fog going up like a 
waterfall upside down, disappearing 
into the sky.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 92. Rendering: From the bottom of 
the upper terminal, looking up and seeing 
the fan

FAN
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Standing in the upper town, a 
36-meter high chimney-like struc-
ture attracts your attention. The 
chimney takes the form of a hyper-
boloid, minimizing the resistance 
and accelerating the upward convec-
tive airflow. The shell of the tower 
opens and merges with the building 
next to it, forming a mysterious en-
trance. You get interested and follow 
the commuters into the terminal. 

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 93. Rendering: Entrance in the 
upper town

CHIMNEY
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Following a gentle spiral slope, 
you gradually descend towards the 
central space. Upon entering, your 
view is blocked by a curtain made of 
heavy fog coming from underneath. 
You know you are about to be there, 
but you just cannot see the whole 
picture.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 94. Rendering: Fog curtain block-
ing view at the entrance

CURTAIN
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You continue following the spiral 
ramp. After a few steps, you see 
where you just entered. A five-meter 
tube coming from nowhere connects 
to the underneath of the entrance, 
merging with the shell of the chim-
ney. Dense fog constantly comes 
out of it, forming a “waterfall” that 
flows upward.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 95. Rendering: Following the ramp 
and looking back towards the fog curtain

SPIRAL
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With the crowd, you gradually 
march towards the bottom of the 
terminal. Under the faint fog light 
stands the platform from where 
you’ll get onto the gondola. 

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 96. Rendering: Waiting area near 
the hole

TUNNEL
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After a one-minute trip in the dark 
tunnel, you arrive at the terminal of 
the lower town. Your skin is now 
slightly wet, and your nose has been 
used to the fresh smell of the air. 
You look up and see a big window 
inhaling the natural fog into the 
station.

Proposal Fog Tunnel

Figure 97. Rendering: Arriving in the “in-
take” and looking up

INTAKE
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Appendix
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An inversion is a deviation from the 
normal change of an atmospheric 
property with altitude. Normally, 
air temperature decreases with an 
increase in altitude. During an inver-
sion, warmer air is held above cooler 
air; the normal temperature profile 
with altitude is inverted. Since the 

INVERSION

cool air does not have the energy to 
rise through the warm air, vertical 
circulation slows and air becomes 
trapped near the surface.

Figure 98. Sketch: Temperature inversion
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Air flowing across a mountain range 
usually rises relatively smoothly up 
the slope of the range, but, once over 
the top, it pours down the other side 
with considerable force, bouncing 
up and down, creating eddies and 
turbulence and also creating power-
ful vertical waves that may extend 

MOUNTAIN WAVE

for great distances downwind of the 
mountain range.  This phenomenon 
is known as a mountain wave. 

Appendix Scientific Facts

Figure 99. Sketch: Mountain wave
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Mountain and valley breezes form 
through a process similar to sea and 
land breezes. During the day, the 
sun heats mountain air rapidly while 
the valley remains relatively cooler. 
Convection causes it to rise, causing 
a valley breeze. 

VALLEY BREEZE

Figure 100. Sketch: Valley breeze
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Advection fog occurs when moist air 
passes over a cool surface by advec-
tion (wind) and is cooled. It is com-
mon as a warm front passes over an 
area with significant snow-pack. It 
is most common at sea when moist 
air encounters cooler waters, includ-
ing areas of cold water upwelling. 

A strong enough temperature differ-
ence over water or bare ground can 
also cause advection fog.

ADVECTION FOG

Appendix Scientific Facts

Figure 101. Sketch: Advection fog
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Valley fog forms in mountain val-
leys, often during winter. It is es-
sentially a radiation fog confined 
by local topography and can last for 
several days in calm conditions.

VALLEY FOG 

Figure 102. Sketch: Valley fog
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Evaporation fog or steam fog forms 
over bodies of water overlain by 
much colder air. Lake effect fog is of 
this type, sometimes in combination 
with other causes like radiation fog. 
It tends to differ from most advec-
tive fog formed over land in that it 
is, like lake-effect snow, a convec-

tive phenomenon, resulting in fog 
that can be very dense and deep and 
looks fluffy from above.

EVAPORATION / STEAM FOG

Appendix Scientific Facts

Figure 103. Sketch: Evaporation fog
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